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Focusing on the very basic principles of math including counting to ten, shapes, money, and reading

and writing numbers, DK Workbooks: Math: Pre-K will help preschoolers learn and understand first

math concepts. Developed in consultation with leading educational experts to support curriculum

learning,DK Workbooks: Math is an innovative series of home-learning math workbooks that is

closely linked to school curriculum and helps make learning easy and fun! Each title is packed with

exercises and activities to strengthen what children learn in school. With clear questions and

supportive illustrations to help children understand each topic, the books provide practice to

reinforce learning and understanding of key concepts, such as fractions, times tables, and shapes.

A parents' section contains answers, tips, and guidance to provide support, and a certificate of

achievement will reinforce confidence in kids by rewarding their accomplishments. Supports the

Common Core State Standards.
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At Costco they were selling a Pre-Kingergarten Jumbo Workbook by DK for approximately $11. The

Jumbo book ended up containing all 5 of the DK workbooks for pre-schoolers. I think this book

would be perfect for a 3 year old, but could see some pages used with a 2 year old and others with

a 4 year old.The math section has a title page with mice eating cheese, a table of contents, followed



by each worksheet. All images are in black and white so they can be colored, but the pages do

include some color on the borders and edges - in my copy its a purple-pink. The top of each

worksheet has a fact to read and below it some sort of interactive question/instructions. Some of the

facts really need more teaching / images to ensure the kid is actually understanding and learning

the info... but at least all of the interactive question/instructions seem to connect to the fact. Some of

the worksheets on direction would be better included in the geography book.The math section

covers: numbers 1-10, shapes, counting, greater and less than, same/different, adding/subtracting

simply, size, weight, etc. Blank practice pages are included but they are not needed for any of the

projects.To get the best learning out of this workbook, you need to complete the workbook with your

child following the parent instructions at the back of the book. This is only a brief overview so if your

child does not know any of this material you have to supplement.Overall, you may need to do some

supplementation to ensure true learning with your child. However, out of all the workbooks I have

seen, at least this book does not get stuck forever in tracing the numbers!

This is a good workbook but Some pages are too difficult for pre- k, it's asks for the child to read and

write out words with the exception of a few pages good book with number tracing, shapes, counting,

and sorting&matching

This is a nice workbook and a great addition to my son's collection. He has a fixation with doing his

workbooks, but I'm certainly not complaining. He's a smart kiddo, and if he wants to do a little extra

work voluntarily, then who am I to stop him? The material in this book is on almost the right level for

him, although some of the concepts he has far beyond mastered. I bought some kindergarten ones

for him too though, which have similar but slightly more advanced content, so combining these is

really great for him. Definitely recommend for preparing kids for school, supplementing their

preschool, or giving them more educational activities to participate in.

Son wants to do it a learn and is excited. To learn. There is only 47 pages but comes with answers.

Great workbook for my 3 year old at a good price.

My 3 year old loved this book

EXCELLENT Product!!



I like this book. It is very easy to follow and the stars are great motivation.
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